Who can host an event at MoMA?
For-profit and nonprofit organizations can host events at MoMA. We are unable to accommodate personal events (e.g. weddings, birthday parties, retirement parties, etc.).

In addition to the rental fee, are there additional costs to hosting an event at MoMA?
Yes. In order to entertain in most of the approved spaces, an organization must be a MoMA Corporate Member. Registered nonprofit organizations are eligible for a reduced rate.

Are art galleries available for private viewing during an event?
It is possible to open specific galleries during your event for an additional security cost.

Does MoMA have approved vendors?
Yes. A list of required caterers and preferred vendors is available on our website.

What time can an event begin?
All events must begin after the Museum closes to the public. Monday through Thursday, the earliest that an event can begin is 7:00 p.m. On Fridays and the first Thursday of each month, the earliest that an event can begin is 10:00 p.m. These times may vary based on the set-up time needed.

Are there any spaces available to rent during Museum public hours?
Theater spaces are available to rent during Museum public hours and before/after Museum hours.

For information about theater rentals, email: Carson Parish: carson_parish@moma.org.